You are cordially invited to attend:

Wednesday, November 19, 2014
Brown Bag
12:00 p.m. – 1:15 p.m.
252 Erickson Hall

Panel on Modeling K-16
Profsessors: Tammy Long, Plant Biology
Danny Caballero, Physics & Astronomy
Christina Schwarz, Teacher Education
Michigan State University

We will be discussing the practice of scientific modeling from the perspective of our experiences, disciplines, and age groups. These contexts range from third grade modeling of matter to modeling in college level physics and biology. We will discuss modeling as a scientific practice of instruction and also a way to access student thinking.

Brief panel discussions to be immediately followed with Q & A session.

** Light refreshments will be provided.

This panel is part of the CREATE Seminar Series
For more information, please visit
http://create4stem.msu.edu/